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FOREWORD

This is the second of two Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletins on cooperative market pooling. The first is Station Bulletin 657
(October 1982), Pooling Practices in Fruit, Vegetable, and Nut Processing
Cooperatives. Both reports are derived from Experiment Station research
project No. 0RE00068, "Pooling Strategies for U.S. Fruit, Vegetable, and
Nut Processing Cooperatives.0 The project was partially financed through a
research agreement (58-31C7-1-1004) with the Agricultural Cooperative
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. We hereby thank ACS for support
in this endeavor.

Authors: Steven Buccola is an associate professor and Abdelbagi Subaei is
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DESIGN AND SELECTION OF COOPERATIVE
MARKET POOLS

Steven T. Buccola and Abdelbagi Subaei

Most agricultural processing and marketing cooperatives return net

revenues to members on a pooling basis. Pooling involves combining the

sales revenues, less processing costs, of a class of products and

allocating these net revenues among members according to a prearranged

formula. The alternative to pooling is to segregate each member's

deliveries until final sale and to compensate the member exclusively on the

basis of the sale of such products. This usually is impractical in large,

highly mechanized processing and handling systems. Thus, the methods used

for conducting pools are of great concern to agricultural cooperatives)'

MAIN FEATURES OF A POOL

Two features of a pool are of particular interest: (a) the breadth of

products included in the pool and (b) the formula used for determining the

fraction (or share) of pool net returns that should be allocated to each

member. A cooperative may operate any number of pools it wishes; both the

breadth of products and the formulae used for determining shares may differ

from one pool to the next. Depending upon the manner in which pools are

Descriptions of market pooling in fruit, vegetable and nut cooperatives
have been provided by Markeson (1959) and Buccola (1982). Davidson

(1969) outlined pooling practices in a wide variety of agricultural
cooperatives. Sosnick (1963) developed pool analysis procedures to
which the present study is partly in debt.
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designed and upon the diversity of members' farm enterprises, some members

may participate in few pools while others in the same firm participate in

many.

Pool Breadth

At one extreme, a cooperative might operate a separate pool for each

variety and grade of product it handles. At the other extreme, it might

operate a single pool for all products. We will consider the prospect of

"broadening" pools by reducing the number of pools operated, thereby

increasing the average number and diversity of products included within a

given pool. Pool broadening would be expected to reduce accounting costs

because of the reduced need for segregating products and for allocating

overhead among product groups. Also, inter-year variations in member

payments should fall for many product groups because of the averaging

process that results when returns of numerous, dissimilar products are

combined together. However, payments for some products actually may become

more volatile as new products are added to a pool, especially if the new

products have very high profit variability relative to the old ones.

Additionally, pool broadening would be expected to increase the degree

to which some pool members "subsidize" others. Subsidies would occur if

certain products generated higher average annual net returns than did

others, and if a method were not found of ensuring that shippers of the

higher-valued products received proportionally higher average annual pool

payments. Practically speaking, it is difficult to provide such assurance.

Thus, pool broadening is likely to dissatisfy some members and to reduce

their incentives to continue producing high-valued products.
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Pool Shares

Difficult issues are involved as well in choice of a formula for

determining fractional pool shares. Pool net returns can be allocated on

the basis of the physical volume of goods contributed (perhaps as adjusted

for quality factors such as sugar content) or on the basis of the goods'

dollar value. In the former case, an equal share of pool net returns is

paid for each physical unit of good delivered and in the latter case an

equal share is paid for each dollar's worth of goods delivered. Clearly,

the latter is more appropriate if products included within a given pool

vary greatly in raw value per unit. Yet raw value often is hard to

determine, both on philosophical and practical grounds.

Raw product value ideally might be defined, for example, relative to a

member's opportunities for selling the product to competitor firms, or

relative to the expected profitability of the product to the cooperative

itself. The former is the more popular criterion, largely because

most cooperatives have to compete with proprietary firms for raw product

supplies and because raw product market price quotations often are easy to

obtain. Unfortunately, meaningful local market prices no longer exist for

products that principally are handled through cooperatives. In such cases,

the cooperative is forced to rely on an expected profitability criterion or,

as is more usual, on distant market prices combined with subjective value

imputations.

A POOLING PROBLEM

In the following, we report results of a study of alternative methods

of designing market pools. The cooperative we investigated cans and
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freezes a wide variety of fruits and vegetables grown by approximately 190

active members. The firm operates a single pool for all products; pool

shares are determined on the basis of the dollar value of raw products as

"established" by the board of directors. "Established" values are intended

primarily to reflect local raw market prices, but subjective value

judgments are becoming increasingly important for commodities not heavily

processed by local proprietary firms.

Pool Arrangements Analyzed

Besides the present single pool, we examined the possibility of

conducting multiple pools and grouped pools. With multiple pools, a

separate pool would be maintained for each principal raw product category,

which are (in order of average shipment value): bush beans, sweet corn,

table beets, cherries, carrots, strawberries, rhubarb, squash, and

blackberries. With grouped pools, two pools would be maintained, one for

vegetables (beans, corn, beets, carrots, rhubarb, and squash) and another

for fruits (cherries, strawberries, and blackberries). Overhead allocation

procedures were the same regardless of pooling arrangement: factory burden

was allocated among products in proportion to direct costs and

administrative overhead was allocated in proportion to sales revenue.

We first tested the implications of using established raw product market

values for valuing raw product shipments ("farm-price-based" valuation).

Next, we examined the effects of utilizing an expected profitability

criterion for valuing raw products ("profitability-based" valuation).

Under the latter, each unit of raw product was valued at its expected net

revenue per ton in the coming year, as estimated by the most-recent
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three-year average of net revenues. Such a criterion eliminates the need

to impute raw product market values and requires only product-specific

information on previous sales revenues and processing costs. Other

estimates of expected profitability, such as provided by final-product

price forecasting equations, might instead have been used.

In developing a statistical model of these poois, we focused on the

typical variety and grade composition of a given product shipment. For

example, a shipment of bush beans was assumed to have the average per-ton

value of all bush bean deliveries actually made in the same year. Because

per-ton values were thus identical within a given product category, it was

unnecessary to assign dollar values to shipments when multiple pools were

considered. Suninarizing, we considered five pooling possibilities in all:

1. Multiple pools

2. Single pool, employing

farm-price-based valuation

profitability-based valuation

3. Grouped (separate fruit and vegetable) pools, employing

farm-price-based valuation

profitability-based valuation.

Method of Analysis

The method of analysis involved simulating, for each of these five

pooling possibilities, what annual per-acre payments to each product would

have been during the 1960-1980 period)' Per-acre farm production costs

Data for 1971 were deleted because of accounting anomalies in that
year.
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(including overhead, land, and management) were deducted from such

estimates to provide a time series of per-acre net farm returns for each

product under each pooling arrangement. Per-acre profits generated in this

manner were adjusted so the 20-year average of each series equalled the

corresponding average during 1972-1980. The adjusted series were

appropriate for our analysis because mean returns in the 1972-1980 period

most closely represented conditions the cooperative expected during the

coming decade. All data were expressed in 1982 dollars and no adjustments

were made for the interest cost of the portion of payments made in

revolving fund certificates. Non-cash payment portions were assumed to be

the same, regardless of adopted pooling procedure.

POOL SUBSIDIES, VARIABILITY, AND EXTREME RETURNS

Table 1 provides estimates of the mean, standard deviation, and

coefficient of skewness of each per-acre farm profit series. The means

reflect the average annual net returns to each product when each respective

pooling arrangement is employed. Standard deviations reflect the overall

profit volatility of each series. Coefficients of skewness show the

propensity of a series to have a particularly high or a particularly low

value in a given year. The more positive the coefficient, the greater is

the tendency of the respective profit series to take on high values given a

constant mean and constant overall variability. The greater the negative

value, the more likely the series is to take on especially low values given

the same mean and variability. We would expect most cooperative members to

favor high mean profits, low profit standard deviations or variability, and

high skewness coefficients (Isaing, p. 359).
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Numbers shown are, in descending order: mean, standard deviation, and

coefficient of skewness, in dollars per acre. Coefficient of skewness

is third moment about the mean divided by cubed standard deviation.

Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and ewness Coefficients of

Alternative Pooling Arrangements-

Pooling Arrangement

Single Grouped (Fruit or Veg.)

Product Farm-Price Profitability Farm-Price Profitability

Category Multiple Based Based Based Based

CM) (Sf) (Sr) (Of) (Go)

365 441 272 455 279

Bush 394 470 321 480 323

Beans -0.27 -0.32 -0.04 -0.23 -0.13

68 118 102 129 105

Sweet 258 205 254 217 247

Corn 0.75 0.45 0.15 0.36 0.03

994 531 1229 552 1225

Table 521 343 1159 365 1153

Beets 0.98 0.35 0.81 0.27 0.91

-30 545 -30 567 -24

Carrots 560 443 304 459 307

0.27 1.03 0.54 0.87 0.67

2529 1409 2530 1440 2544

Rhubarb 1463 566 865 601 852

0.91 0.32 0.29 0.32 0.24

1150 - 3 1085 4 1094

Squash 967 472 593 472 590

0.50 0.75 0.27 0.72 0.14

-68 -32 -120 -154 -104

Cherries 492 593 389 445 404

-0.09 0.48 0.92 0.36 0.14

118 863 141 616 287

Strawberries 707 1074 934 836 1301

1.25 0.84 1.00 0.42 0.69

1523 1454 1324 1128 1503

Black- 1763 2118 1914 1797 2478

berries -0.05 0.27 0.39 0.12 0.87
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How Pools are Composed

Each row in Table 1 surImarizes the profit situation for a particular

raw product when that product is involved in the indicated pooling

arrangement. In another publication, product returns have been combined to

reflect profits of grower-members producing selected combinations of these

products (Buccola and Subaei). Here, we report results separately for each

farm product category.

Consider, for example, the first or bush bean row of Table 1. Under

the multiple-pool arrangement (M), a separate pool is maintained for each

of the nine products, so the multiple-pool results for beans reflect

per-acre net revenues for beans minus per-acre bean production costs.

Under the single-pool arrangements (Sf and Sn), by contrast, net revenues

of all nine products are added together and a fraction of that sum

allocated to beans. When farm-price-based valuation is used (Sf), the

fractional share is the ratio of the total delivered market value of raw

beans to the total delivered market value of all raw products. When

profitability-based valuation is used (Sr), the fractional share is the

ratio of total expected profitability of beans to total expected

profitability of all delivered goods. Finally, under the grouped or

fruit-vegetable pooling arrangements (Gf and Go), net revenues of all

vegetables are added together to calculate bean payments, with fractional

shares determined using raw product market values (Gf) or expected

processing profits (Go). For both single and grouped pool results,

per-acre bean production costs are deducted just as they are for multiple

pools. Composition of other products' pool profits may be explained

similarly.
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Statistical Results

When multiple pools are employed, each product is credited only with

its own annual net revenue. Thus, the degree to which pool broadening

causes long-run "subsidization" of the returns to certain products is

reflected in differences between the mean returns of multiple pools and

those of other pools. In Table 1, for example, beans would be subsidized

under farm-price-based pools because mean returns are higher in either of

the latter than in multiple pools. But beans would subsidize other

products under profitability-based pools, where mean returns are lower than

in multiple pools. Squash and blackberries would provide slight to heavy

subsidies to other products in any single or grouped pool, while sweet

corn, carrots, and strawberries would be subsidy recipients. Amounts of

such long-run gains or losses tend to be greater the lower the net revenue

importance of the product in the cooperative's processing mix. Thus,

between-pool differences in mean per-acre blackberry profitability tend to

be greater than they are for mean per-acre corn profitability. This is

because single and grouped pool returns tend to be dominated by the

processing profitability of the higher-volume products.

In most cases, and as expected, single and grouped pools provide lower

overall payment variability than do the less diversified multiple pools.

Variance reduction is greater on average in farm-price-based pools (Sf and

Gf) than in profitability-based pools (Sp and Go). But effects of

diversification on profit variance differ significantly by product. Sweet

corn returns follow the typical pattern just described, whereas bean

returns actually are more variable in farm-price-based single or grouped
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pools than in a multiple pool. With several notable exceptions (especially

under profitability-based valuation), single pools tend to produce less

profit variance than do grouped pools.

Coefficients of skewness generally are more positive or less negative

in a single pool than in grouped ones. This suggests that increased

diversification leads to a greater likelihood of large farm profit, and a

smaller likelihood of large losses, for a given degree of overall

variability. With beets, corn, and strawberries, however, skewness

coefficients are largest in a multiple-pool framework.

CHOICE OF POOL

A member producing any one of the products shown in Table 1 clearly

has a difficult choice among the five alternative pooling arrangements. A

bush bean grower, for example, finds the profitability-based single pool to

have lower mean than the farm-price-based single pool or the multiple pool,

but to have lower variance and less negative skewness than the latter pools

as well. The more fearful of risk a member is, the more concerned he is

apt to be with profit skewness and variance and the less concerned with

mean profit. Hence, it is necessary to know about a member's attitude

toward risk-taking before one can identify his best pool.

Many growers, in addition, deliver a variety of products to the

cooperative and the ideal pool for some of the products may not be the

ideal pool for others. Such a member must take into consideration both the

relative volumes of the products he delivers and the pool preferences he

would have for each product. In Table 2, we have characterized ten typical
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Table 2. Member Farm Enterprise Classes

Enterprise
Class Acreage Proportions-p'

I 0.51 BN, 0.49 CN 45 4.11

II 1.0 BN 41 2.58

III 1.0 CH 33 0.49

IV 1.0 CN 16 0.85

V 0.27 BN, 0.27 CN, 0.14 CH, 14 2.27

0.13 ST, 0.13 RH, 0.06 BK

VI 0.52 BN, 0.26 CN, 0.12 BT, 10 2.61

0.10 CT

VII 0.64 CM, 0.24 BT, 0.12 CT 10 1.80

VIII 0.48 BN, 0.29 BT, 0.23 CT 10 1.47

IX 0.52 BN, 0.26 CM, 0.12 BT, 7 1.14

0.10 SQ

X 0.42 CH, 0.39 ST, 0.19 BK 3 0.27

Number Average
of Net Processing-

Members Revenue

Numbers refer to proportions of total acreage in each class. BN = bush
beans, CM = sweet corn, CH = cherries, ST = strawberries, RH = rhubarb,
BK = blackberries, BT = table beets, CT = carrots, SQ = squash. Minor
crops were ignored.

Figures are 1972-1980 annual averages of cooperative processing net
revenue, in millions of 1982 dollars.
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farm enterprises ("enterprise classes") during 1980 in the cooperative

under investigation. Only three of these involved a single product; the

rest involved combinations of vegetables, of fruits, or of fruits and

vegetables.0 The plurality of members allocated about half their acreage

to beans and half to corn (Class I). A large number of growers had some

beans or corn in combinations with other vegetables.

Individual Choice

To identify the best pools for members in each enterprise class, we

combined net returns data for individual products in the proportions shown

in Table 2. Five net profit series, one for each pool, were generated in

this manner for each of the ten enterprise classes. These five profit

series then were compared pairwise within each class to discover whether

any series would be considered inferior to another by selected members of

that class. The method for doing so is provided by stochastic dominance

analysis, which enables one frequently to determine which of two random

profit series would be preferred to the other by all individuals in a

certain "risk aversion interval." Risk aversion in this sense is measured

on a continuous scale, with zero indicating absence of risk aversion and

larger positive numbers indicating increasing fear of risk.-'

Results of this analysis are shown in Table 3. Regardless of risk

aversion level assumed, Class I (beans and corn) growers prefer separate

To develop the acreage proportions shown in Table 2, each grower listed
in a 1980 membership roster was assigned to a particular enterprise
class, then simple averages of acreage proportions were calculated from
the growers so assigned.

For more details on stochastic dominance with respect to a function,
see Meyer.
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Table 3. Nonrejected Pools, by Risk Aversion Interval and Farm Enterprise
Class.'

Symbols used are defined in the heading of Table 1.

Enterpri se

Class

Risk Aversion Interval

o - 0.005 0.005 - 0.010 0.010 - 0.015

I Gf Gf Gf

II All but Sf Sp

III All but Gf Sp Sp

IV
Sf

Gf

V M, G
Sp

Sp

VI Gf Gf G

VII

VIII

G

Gf Gf

M,

Gf

Ix M MG

x MSfGf M M
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farm-price-based fruit and vegetable pools (Gf) to any other arrangement.

In contrast, pool choices of Class II (all-bean) growers differ by risk

aversion interval. At the lowest interval, only the farm-price-based

single pool (Sf) is found inferior to some other arrangement and unanimous

preference cannot be found for any of the remaining arrangements. At the

two higher intervals, the profitability-based single pool (Sp) is preferred

to all other options.

Changes in pool preference with increased risk aversion are explained

by the increasing importance of variance and skewness at higher risk

aversion levels. The preference of Class II and Class III growers in the

higher risk aversion intervals for a profitability-based single pooi is

because of the low variability and high skewness that such a pool induces

in bean and cherry returns. Associated mean returns, in fact, are lower

than they would be in most other pools. Similarly, highly risk-averse

Class VI growers prefer profitability-based to farm-price-based fruit and

vegetable pools because the former provide less volatile payments than the

latter as well as giving lower average returns.

Group Choice

One of the principal messages of Table 3 is that cooperative members

even at the same risk aversion level are likely to disagree on what is the

best pool. In the highest risk aversion interval, Classes II, III, and V

prefer the profitability-based single pool; Classes I, IV, and VIII prefer

farm-price-based fruit and vegetable pools; and Classes VI, VII, and IX

prefer profitability-based fruit and vegetable pools.
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We obtained a group decision by submitting the issue to a hypothetical

vote. Three alternative voting criteria were utilized. The first was to

assign one vote per member. The second was to assign votes in proportion

to the 1980-1982 mean raw product established value delivered by members in

each class. The third criterion was a combination of the first two: each

member received one vote plus an additional vote (with a maximum of 19) for

each $5,000 of raw product established value delivered.-' In cases where

there was no unanimous pool choice for a given member class and risk

aversion interval, the assigned votes were divided evenly among the

nonrejected pools. For example, in Class VII, interval 0-0.005, votes were

divided evenly between S and G.

Votes cast are shown on a percentage basis in Table 4. When one vote

per person ("per-person voting") is used, farm-price-based fruit and

vegetable pools (Gf) win the greatest number of votes at the lowest risk

aversion interval. But the profitability-based single pool earns the

greatest number of votes at the higher two intervals. When either

per-value-delivered voting or combination per-person, per-value-delivered

voting is used, farm-price-based fruit and vegetable pools win at all risk

aversion levels listed. The profitability-based single pool is second or

tied for second in nearly all the latter cases.

Some states require voting in agricultural cooperatives to be on a
one-person, one vote basis. A surrmary of state laws regarding voting
procedure is provided by Baarda (1982), pp. 412-416.
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Table 4. Voting Retjlts, By Risk Aversion Interval and Voting
Criterion

Pooling Arrangement
Risk Aversion

Interval

o - 0.005

0.005 - 0.010

0.010 - 0.015

o - 0.005

0.005 - 0.010

0.010 - 0.015

0 - 0.005

0.005 - 0.010

0.010 - 0.015

Votes cast are expressed on a percentage basis.

M Sf

16 5 15 49 15

3 4 47 36 10

4 0 47 37 12

14 1 14 57 14

3 3 30 43 21

5 0 30 38 27

16 1 14 55 14

3 3 34 43 17

5 0 34 41 20
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SUMMARY

In this report we characterized alternative types of cooperative

market pools and discussed impacts that pool broadening would be expected

to have on member returns. An analysis was then presented in which

individual profits from five alternative pooling arrangements were

simulated over a 20-year period. The simulated data were used to identify

pool designs which members in given enterprise classes and risk aversion

intervals would not find inferior to other designs. In some cases, clear

pool preferences could be isolated in this manner.

Results show that by including a larger number of products in a given

pool, one does not reduce the annual variability of every member's net

profits. Typically, however, more diversified pools provide lower profit

variability and higher profit skewness than do less diversified poois. A

member's choice among pools depends upon how averse he is to risk, and thus

upon how much mean return he is willing to give up to obtain less

variability and a greater chance of especially high returns. Members

modelled in the present study disagreed widely in their pooi choices even

at a given risk aversion level. But farm-price--based fruit and vegetable

pools and a profitability-based single pooi dominated voting processes

regardless of voting criterion employed.

Numerous pools other than those we have investigated here could be

developed. Pool preference results might also have changed had data from a

different historical period or cooperative been used. The principal value

of the present analysis is to clarify issues of pool design and selection.

The study shows that members of diversified cooperatives are not likely all
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to agree on the best pooling arrangement. A cooperative's task is to find

the arrangement which best satisfies the most important segment of the

membership while not unduly discouraging the remaining members from taking

an active part in the association.
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